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Abstract 
The present study addresses the use of CTOD and T-stress in fracture assessments of surface 
cracked shell structures. A new software is developed for this purpose, denoted LINKpipe. It 
is based on a co-rotated kinematical formulation using quadrilateral thin shell and linespring 
finite elements. Many constraint-measuring parameters have been proposed, with the Q-
parameter or the T-stress being the most popular ones. Solid finite element meshing for 
complex structures such as pipes containing semi-elliptical surface cracks in order to compute  
Q is at present not a feasible approach. However, shell structures are most conveniently 
meshed with shell finite elements, and the linespring finite element is the natural way of 
accounting for surface cracks. The T-stress is readily obtained from the linespring membrane 
force and bending moment, in combination with corresponding crack depth, along the surface 
crack.  

 
Introduction 
Surface cracked shell structures occur in many industrial applications. In the present study 
offshore pipelines for oil and gas transportation have a special focus. Such tubular structures 
are subjected to many challenging load cases. A very convenient method for pipe laying is 
reeling. Then the pipeline is continuously un-winded from a spool. During this sequence 
significant inelastic plastic straining due to high bending evolves. As pipe segments are 
joined by girth welds, some defects have to be expected and assessed with respect to fracture. 
Furthermore, free spans for seabed pipelines pose challenging fatigue life calculations due to 
vortex induced vibrations. An important point in fracture assessment of pipelines is that the 
stresses in the shell are of membrane type (tension or compression), even for a pipe subjected 
to global bending moments. This lowers the constraint in the plastic zone at the crack tip in 
comparison to the constraint in shells with high local bending moments. It is well known that 
reduced constraint of the plastic zone in front of the crack tip provides higher fracture 
toughness than in a high constraint situation. And in many structural applications the low 
constraint condition is the actual one. Using a fracture toughness based on high constraint test 
specimens then results in overly conservative capacity of the structure. Put in other words, the 
low measured toughness in combination with traditional capacity checks may lead to an 
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assessment that does not allow for any cracks or defects at all in a component subjected to 
high loading. This is unacceptable for welded structures, where some defects have to be 
expected. A methodology to account for reduced constraint is proposed by Chiesa et al [1], 
where a single edge notched specimen is employed as fracture test specimen instead of the 
usual (high constraint) three point bend specimen.  

The present study addresses the use of CTOD and T-stress in fracture 
assessments of surface cracked shell structures using tailored software denoted LINKpipe. It 
is based on a co-rotated kinematical formulation using rectangular thin shell and linespring 
finite elements. The shell element is a non-conforming high performance finite element based 
on assumed natural deviatoric strains, denoted ANDES. It was originally developed by 
Felippa and co-workers [2], and further extended for use in large rotation inelastic analyses 
by Skallerud and Haugen [3]. The linespring formulation was derived for elastic materials by 
Rice and Levy [4]. Elasto-plasticity was incorporated by Parks and White [5]. Closed form 
yield surfaces also valid for the short crack regime were developed by Chiesa et al [6] and are 
employed herein. Some additional yield surface refinements are included in the current 
version of the software. A detailed presentation of numerical aspects and implementation is 
given by Skallerud et al [7]. 

 

Fracture assessment methods 
Many constraint-measuring parameters have been proposed, with the Q-parameter or the T-
stress being the most popular ones [8,9].  Q measures the difference of the crack tip stress 
field in a real specimen with respect to a reference stress field such as HRR. T is the first 
nonsingular term in the Williams power series expansion for the stress component normal to 
the crack front. As such it is valid for elastic material behaviour or small scale yielding, and 
is feasible for ranking the constraint level in brittle fracture cases. Q is valid for larger 
amounts of plastic deformations, and may be considered as a more general measure of 
constraint than the T-stress. But Parks[9] and Betegon and Hancock[10] have shown that T 
can also be applied up to load levels causing yielding of the ligament. A 2-parameter fracture 
assessment approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here a failure locus is obtained from tests on 
specimens of different constraint levels, and when the evolving driving force and 
corresponding constraint reaches the failure locus, fracture mechanical failure occurs.  

  

 
 FIGURE 1. Constraint corrected failure locus. 
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  Discretising cracked structures (e.g. pipes containing semi-elliptical surface 
cracks) using solid finite elements in order to compute of Q (and to some extent T) is at 
present not a feasible approach. However, shell structures are most conveniently meshed with 
shell finite elements, and the linespring finite element is a natural way of accounting for 
surface cracks. The T-stress is readily obtained from the linespring membrane force N and 
bending moment M along the crack using relationships derived by Sham [11], and further 
refined by Lee and Parks [12]: 

 

       T(s) = (N(s)/t) tN (a(s)/t) + (6M(s)/t2) tM (a(s)/t )                                                         (1) 

 

Here tN and tM are polynomial relationships depending on ratio of crack depth to shell 
thickness, s is the coordinate along the crack front. Note that when the linespring enters the 
elastic-plastic regime, N and M moves along the yield surface due plastic deformations and 
redistribution of shell stresses. In the subsequent calculations of T, Eqn. (1) is employed for 
this situation also. The deformation output from the linespring calculations is relative Mode I 
displacement δN and rotation θM.  These quantities are split into elastic and plastic 
contributions. Using the relation between KI and elastic J-integral the elastic part of crack tip 
opening is obtained as shown in Eqn.(2)1. The increment in plastic CTOD is obtained from 
the plastic linespring deformation increments, as shown in Eqn.(2)2.   

 

          Je =(1-<2)KI
2/E     δe= Je/mF0 

                                                                                                                                             (2) 

         ∆δP = C1 (N,M,F0,a/t)∆δN
P +C2(N,M,F0,a/t)∆θM

P 

Here m=2 is employed(ASTM E 1290). C1 and C2 are dimensionless coefficients derived by 
Lee and Parks [12]. KI is determined from the current total linespring loading N and M, using 
well known stress intensity solutions for edge cracked strips. Hence, total CTOD is then the 
sum of δe and ∫dδP.  

 

 

Results 
Elastic material 
Results for T-stress and KI published in the literature are mainly for surface cracked plates. 
Still results for surface cracked pipes are scant. Table 1 and 2 give some results for pipes with 
outer diameter to thickness ratio 20, having a crack width 5% and 50% of circumference and 
crack depth 5% or 50% of shell thickness. For the 3D simulations ABAQUS was employed. 
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TABLE 1. Comparison 3D and LINK, pipe in tension, crack width 5% of circumference, 
crack on outside. 

a/t 3D, K/σ∞√(πa) LINK, K/σ∞√(πa) 3D, T/σ∞ LINK, T/σ∞ 

0.05   1.13   1.13 -0.53 -0.56 

0.5   1.38   1.26  -0.65 -0.73 

 

TABLE 2. Comparison 3D and LINK, pipe in tension, crack width 50% of circumference, 
crack on outside. 

a/t 3D, K/σ∞√(πa) LINK, K/σ∞√(πa) 3D, T/σ∞ LINK, T/σ∞ 

0.05   1.13   1.11 -0.53 -0.55 

0.5   1.87   1.80  -0.70 -0.75 

 

The results are in good correspondence. Jayadevan et al [13] provides more results and a T-
stress compendium for surface cracked pipes. Fig.2 shows the T-stress normalized with K 
along the crack for a pipe subjected to global bending. Except for some deviation between the 
two simulations at the crack end, the correspondence is good. 
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FIGURE 2. Normalised T along crack. 
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Elastic-plastic regime 
As shown in [9, 10], the T-stress is feasible when the ligament reaches complete yielding. A 
main check for the validity of this is to compare crack tip stress fields. Parks [10] proposed a 
modified boundary layer solution for the opening stress (MBL): 

 

       σ3D
22 (rσ0/J,τ)/σ0 = Fssy

22 (rσ0/J)/σ0 + Anτ+ Bn τ2+Cnτ3                                              (3) 
 

The first term on the right hand side is the small scale yielding solution, and is interpreted as 
a special case of the MBL solution with τ=0. τ=T/σ0 is the normalised T-stress. At distance 

r=2J/σ0 Wang [14] fitted the MBL solution with specific values of A,B,C for hardening 

exponent 0.1. In addition O’Dowd and Shih [8] found Fssy
22 to be 3.34σ0 at the same location. 

Combing these results we can use the T-stress computations from LINKpipe to determine a 
stress field from the line spring. The evolution of the opening stress at r=2J/σ0  from a 
detailed 3D large strain analysis and linespring analysis is depicted in Fig.3. The pipe is 
subjected to global bending, and crack depth is 50% of shell thickness. A rather good 
correspondence is obtained, even for very large CTOD values. Hence, it seems that the T-
stress can be employed as a constraint ranking parameter in large scale yielding situations 
also. Further discussions on this topic are provided in [13]. 
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of stress magnitude at r=2J/F0. 
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Combined failure modes: local buckling and fracture 
In load cases such as significant bending, local buckling or ovalisation instabilities can occur 
on the side of the pipe subjected to compressive stresses, in addition to eventual fracture on 
the tensile side. It is important to determine which of the two modes govern the capacity. Fig. 
4a) depicts the global response of a pipe subjected to global bending. The diameter to 
thickness ratio is 80. Local buckling on the compressive side develops. Fig. 4b) shows the 
corresponding evolution of the CTOD in the deepest point of the crack (note that also D/t=60 
is included). Figs. 4 c)-d) show the corresponding deformed finite element mesh and plastic 
strain distribution corresponding to the final load step. Combining the computed CTOD and 
T-stress with the possibility of local buckling, one has a tool that provides the correct failure 
mode, whether it is local buckling or fracture, all within the same simulation. Although this 
shell has a rather high slenderness ratio (D/t), not representative for offshore pipelines, 
similar effects occur due to ovalisation of the cross section [7]. 

a) c)

d)  

                 b) 

FIGURE 4. a) global bending moment versus out-of-plane deflection, b) CTOD versus 
global moment (note the saturation when local buckling occurs), c) buckled pipe – tensile 

side, d) buckled pipe – compression side. 

 

Concluding remarks 
The two-parameter fracture assessments of cracked shell structures are examined using a new 
software, LINKpipe, which employs linespring/shell finite elements. The results demonstrate 
that LINKpipe predicts reasonably well the fracture mechanical parameters. Further, the two-
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parameter approach using the T-stress can be extended well into the plastic regime. The 
software accounts for local buckling phenomena, and hence is an efficient toll for 
investigating combined failure modes. 
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